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Abstract 

Transduction of quantum information between distinct quantum systems is an essential step in 

various applications, including quantum networks and quantum computing. However, mediating 

photons of vastly different frequencies and designing high-performance transducers are 

challenging, due to multifaceted and sometimes conflicting requirements. In this work, we first 

discuss some general principles for quantum transducer design, and then propose solid-state anti-

ferromagnetic topological insulators to serve as highly effective transducers. First, topological 

insulators exhibit band-inversion, which can greatly enhance their optical responses. This property, 

coupled with robust spin-orbit coupling and high spin density, results in strong nonlinear 

interaction in magnetic topological insulators, thereby substantially improving transduction 

efficiency. Second, the anti-ferromagnetic order can minimize the detrimental influence on other 

neighboring quantum systems due to magnetic interactions. Using MnBi2Te4 as an example, we 

showcase that single-photon quantum transduction efficiency exceeding 80% can be achieved with 

modest experimental requirements, while the transduction bandwidth can reach the GHz range. 

The strong nonlinear photonic interactions in magnetic topological insulators can find diverse 

applications, including the generation of entanglement between photons of disparate frequencies 

and quantum squeezing.
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Introduction. Quantum information processing systems typically operate in distinct frequency 

domains. For example, superconducting qubits, one of the leading platforms in quantum 

computation, work at microwave (MW) frequencies. Meanwhile, photons with infrared (IR) to 

visible frequencies can serve as flying qubits for long-distance communication. Therefore, 

efficient quantum transduction between different frequency domains is crucial to harness the 

advantages of different platforms in hybridized quantum systems and quantum networks.  

We specifically focus on the transduction between MW and IR photons. An ideal quantum 

transducer should exhibit strong interaction with both MW and IR photons, so that high 

transduction efficiency and bandwidth can be enabled. Meanwhile, it is also necessary to minimize 

any adverse influence on the quantum system (e.g., superconducting qubits) resulting from the 

coupling with the transducer. Diverse transduction schemes have been explored, involving e.g., 

neutral atoms [1,2], rare-earth-doped crystals [3,4], optomechanical devices [5–7], electro-

optics [6–8], and magnons [9,10]. Unfortunately, it is a nontrivial task to identify a high-

performance transducer. For example, while Rydberg atoms have relatively strong interaction with 

MW photons, their large polarizabilities can also lead to decoherence and even destroy the 

superconducting states of superconducting qubits [11,12]. Electro-optical devices, on the other 

hand, suffer from weak nonlinearities typically below 103 pm/V [13]. 

Magnetic topological insulators (MTIs)  [14–17] are a class of magnetic materials with nontrivial 

electronic band topology, which have attracted wide interest in condensed matter physics. In MTIs, 

the combination of the nontrivial electronic band topology and magnetism leads to a wealth of 

novel properties, such as the quantum anomalous Hall effect [16] and axion electrodynamics [17]. 

These unique properties suggest novel applications of MTIs. In this work, we propose that MTIs, 

particularly anti-ferromagnetic topological insulators (AFMTIs), hold great potential in quantum 

information science as well, thanks to their enhanced linear and nonlinear optical response. 

Specifically, we will demonstrate that AFMTI can serve as efficient quantum transducers, which 

could enable high transduction efficiency and wide bandwidth exceeding GHz even at single-

photon level. Regarding transduction applications, the inherent collective spin excitation (magnon) 

frequencies in magnetic materials typically fall in the MW range [18–20]. Considering the ultra-

large number density (∼ 1028 m−3) of magnetic moments, this suggests that magnetic materials 

can have strong coupling with MW photons [9,10]. Additionally, if anti-ferromagnetic (AFM) 

materials are used as the transducer, the influence on nearby quantum systems can be minimized, 
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because AFM materials have vanishing total magnetic moments. Indeed, these features have 

elicited great interest in AFM spintronics [18,19]. 

Moreover, the nontrivial electronic band topology of MTIs can greatly boost the quantum 

transduction performance. Topological insulators feature band inversion [21,22], whereby the 

energy ordering of normal valence and conduction bands is inverted in certain regions of the 

Brillouin zone. The band inversion usually leads to stronger hybridization between valence and 

conduction band wavefunctions, which in turn results in larger Berry curvature and stronger 

coupling with visible and IR photons [23–26]. Meanwhile, topological insulators typically possess 

heavy elements and thus strong spin-orbit coupling (SOC), which accelerates the conversion 

between spin and orbital dynamics and further improves the transduction efficiency in MTIs. 

Synergistically, these features contribute to the proposed performance of MTI quantum 

transducers.  

In the following, we will first discuss some general principles to improve transduction efficiency. 

Then, we will introduce the mechanism of quantum transduction in magnetic materials and explain 

why AFMTIs can be efficient transducers. Using MnBi2Te4 [27–29] as an example, we will 

demonstrate the enhanced coupling strength with MW and IR photons in AFMTIs. We will show 

that quantum transduction using MnBi2Te4 as the transducer can achieve a single-photon 

transduction efficiency over 80% with modest experimental requirements. The bandwidth of the 

transduction can potentially reach GHz, nearly two orders of magnitude larger than the typical 

bandwidth based on other transduction schemes [30]. The intrinsic second-order 𝜒(2) nonlinearity 

of MnBi2Te4 can reach 106 pm/V, orders of magnitude larger than that of typical electro-optical 

materials [13] and topologically trivial magnetic materials [9,10]. Besides, the transduction 

scheme we proposed is applicable in centrosymmetric materials, in contrast to the electro-optical 

effect, which requires inversion symmetry breaking. 

Design principles for efficient transducers. The purpose of the transduction process is to convert 

MW photons to IR photons (or vice versa), whose frequencies are 𝜔MW and 𝜔IR, respectively. 

A pumping laser with a frequency 𝜔pump = 𝜔IR − 𝜔MW is applied, so that energy conservation 

can be satisfied. To achieve efficient quantum transduction, the transducer should have strong 

coupling with both MW and IR photons, which have drastically different frequencies by 4-5 orders 

of magnitude. Establishing strong coupling between quantum degrees of freedom (DoF) generally 
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requires resonance (frequency matching) conditions. However, a single DoF cannot be resonant 

with two vastly different frequencies simultaneously. Actually, this leads to an intrinsic limit on 

the coupling strength of the electro-optical effect from pure electronic responses [31], whereby the 

MW and the IR/visible photons are both coupled to the electronic orbital transitions (∼ 1 eV) in 

semiconductors. The MW photons (∼ 0.1 meV) are far off-resonance, leading to weak responses. 

Indeed, in materials with soft phonon modes, such as BaTiO3 [32,33], the major contribution to 

the electro-optical responses comes from ionic (i.e., phonon) responses [13], whereby the detuning 

between phonons and MW photons can be smaller. 

A potentially better strategy is to employ a transducer with two DoFs designed to be (nearly) 

resonant with MW and IR photons, respectively. These two DoFs are then coupled by a specific 

internal interaction within the transducer. For example, using Rydberg atoms, the MW photons are 

coupled with the transitions between two highly excited Rydberg states. By judiciously selecting 

the principal quantum numbers of the Rydberg states, nearly resonant conditions can be satisfied, 

which can significantly improve the coupling strength. Unfortunately, this also leads to some 

detrimental effects, such as large polarizabilities [30].  

Similarly, the transduction scheme based on rare-earth-ion doped crystals [3,4] or magnons [9,10] 

utilizes the two intrinsic DoFs of electrons, namely spin and orbital excitations, which are 

internally coupled by the spin-orbit coupling (SOC) ubiquitous in atoms, molecules, and solid-

state systems. The orbital excitation energy of electrons is usually on the order of 1 eV, facilitating 

the coupling with photons in the visible or IR range. To utilize the spin DoF, it is necessary to have 

unpaired electron spins (magnetic moments), which can result from dopants, such as rare-earth-

ions, in crystals. In terms of coupling strength, a more favorable option is to use pristine magnetic 

materials [9,10], where the number density of electron magnetic moments can reach 1028 m−3. 

Besides, external magnetic fields are not necessary for sustaining the spin splitting in magnetic 

materials, which can be advantageous as well. In ferromagnetic materials, the spin excitation 

(magnon) frequency 𝜔𝑚 is typically on the order of GHz and is close to MW frequencies, but the 

macroscopic magnetic moments and the resultant magnetic fields can adversely affect the 

performance of the quantum objects (e.g., superconducting qubits) adjacent to the 

transducer [9,10].  
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In this regard, we suggest using AFM materials, whose net macroscopic magnetic moment is zero. 

However, a potential concern arises from the high magnon frequencies 𝜔𝑚 in AFM materials (up 

to the THz range [18,19]), which can lead to relatively large detuning from the frequencies of MW 

photons. Therefore, soft AFM materials with relatively low magnon frequencies (down to 100 

GHz) would be more favorable. The detuning can also be reduced (potentially to zero in soft AFM 

materials) using magnetic fields. Furthermore, it is crucial to establish a general approach for 

selecting or designing AFM materials that can strongly interact with IR and/or MW photons, so 

that the overall transduction efficiency can be improved.  

The discussions above lead us to the proposal of using AFMTIs as the transducer. As we will 

explain in more detail later, compared with topologically trivial AFM materials, AFMTIs have 

enhanced coupling strength with IR photons, thanks to their band inversion. AFMTIs also possess 

strong intrinsic SOC, resulting in rapid internal conversion between spin and orbital dynamics, 

which is beneficial for quantum transduction. Consequently, the transduction efficiency can be 

strong despite the relatively large frequency detuning between AFM magnons and MW photons. 

In the following, we will argue that AFMITs can serve as efficient quantum transducers, and their 

transduction performance can be orders of magnitude better than topologically trivial AFM 

materials such as Cr2O3. 

 

 

Figure 1. Schematic diagram showing the mechanism of the transduction based on MTIs (the MW→IR 

process). MW and IR photons interact with the spin and orbital degrees of freedom of the electrons, 

respectively, which are internally coupled by SOC. A pumping laser is applied so that energy conservation 

can be fulfilled. (b) Energy level diagram of the transduction process. See main text for description of 

scheme and labels. 
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Transduction mechanism in anti-ferromagnetic materials. We first examine the mechanism of 

transduction using AFM materials. Although magnons in AFM materials are collective spin 

excitations, for the sake of simplicity, we will treat every unit cell individually. This approach is 

valid since photons only interact with magnons with wavevectors 𝒌 ≈ 0 . SOC will only be 

considered for the interconversion between spin and orbital dynamics and will be disregarded 

elsewhere. The quantum state of electrons can be labeled with |𝒩, 𝑚⟩ , where the electron 

wavevector 𝒌 is omitted, 𝒩 = 0,1,2, … denotes the number of magnons, while 𝑚 denotes the 

orbital state of the electrons. The energy of |𝒩, 𝑚⟩ is labeled as 𝐸|𝒩,𝑚⟩. We assume the electron 

is initially on the |0, 𝑣⟩ state with 𝑣 a valence state. The electron, as the transducer, shall return 

to this initial state after the whole transduction is finished. Note that the localized magnetic moment 

in magnetic materials mostly comes from the electron spins, instead of orbital angular 

momenta [34]. We will thus use spin and magnetic moment interchangeably hereafter. 

To facilitate further discussions, we separate the transduction process into three steps (Figure 1a). 

First, the magnetic field ℬ of the MW photon interacts with the electron spin 𝑆 through the 

Zeeman interaction 𝐻Z = 𝑔e𝜇B𝑆 ⋅ ℬ , where 𝑔e  is the electron 𝑔-factor and 𝜇B  is the Bohr 

magneton. Due to the Zeeman interaction, one magnon can be excited and the electron thus jumps 

to the |1, 𝑣⟩ state. The strength of this first step can be obtained from perturbation theory, and can 

be characterized by 𝜉MW =
⟨0,𝑣|𝐻𝑍|1,𝑣⟩

ΔMW
, where ΔMW ≡ 𝐸|1,𝑣⟩ − 𝐸|0,𝑣⟩ − 𝜔MW = 𝜔𝑚 − 𝜔MW  is 

the frequency mismatch between the MW photon and the magnon. Note that in practice ΔMW 

should be large enough to avoid the resonant absorption of the MW photon by magnons, which is 

undesirable for transduction. 

Next, SOC induces a |1, 𝑣⟩ → |0, 𝑚⟩ transition, whereby the electron spin DoF returns to the 

ground state (𝒩 = 0), while the orbital DoF transits from |𝑣⟩ to an intermediate state |𝑚⟩. The 

strength of this second step is characterized by 𝜉SOC =
⟨1,𝑣|𝐻SOC|0,𝑚⟩

ΔSOC
, where 𝐻SOC = 𝜆SOC𝑆 ⋅ 𝐿 is 

the SOC Hamiltonian, 𝜆SOC is the SOC strength, 𝐿 is the angular momentum operator, while 

ΔSOC ≡ 𝐸|0,𝑚⟩ − 𝐸|1,𝑣⟩ − 𝜔MW  is the energy detuning. Here the SOC is considered a static 

interaction. Generally, the numerator ⟨1, 𝑣|𝐻SOC|0, 𝑚⟩ has a similar order of magnitude for all 

possible 𝑚. Hence, 𝜉SOC can be maximized when ΔSOC is minimized. This condition is satisfied 
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when 𝑚 = 𝑣, whereby one has ΔSOC ∼ 100 GHz ∼ 1 meV, corresponding to MW frequencies, 

otherwise one usually has ΔSOC ∼ 1 eV for 𝑚 ≠ 𝑣.  

During the third step of the transduction process, two IR fields 𝑝 and 𝑞 interact with the electron 

orbital motion via the electric dipole interaction 𝐻d
𝑝 (𝑞)

= −𝑒ℰ𝑝 (𝑞) ⋅ 𝑟, where 𝑟 is the electron 

position operator, and ℰ𝑝 (𝑞) is the IR electric field. For definiteness, the 𝑝 and 𝑞 fields will 

hereafter correspond to the pumping laser and the transduced IR photon, respectively (Figure 1). 

Specifically, the |0, 𝑚⟩ electron jumps to another intermediate state |0, 𝑐⟩ via 𝐻d
𝑝
, whereby a 𝑝-

photon is absorbed, and then returns to the initial state |0, 𝑣⟩ via 𝐻d
𝑞
, whereby a 𝑞-photon is 

emitted. The strength of this two-photon process can be characterized by 𝜉IR =

∑
⟨0,𝑚|𝐻d

𝑝
|0,𝑐⟩⟨0,𝑐|𝐻d

𝑞
|0,𝑣⟩

ΔIR
 𝑐  with ΔIR ≡ 𝐸|0,𝑐⟩ − 𝐸|0,𝑣⟩ − 𝜔IR, where 𝜔IR is the frequency of the 𝑞-

photon. But to the leading order of the analysis, we can also take 𝜔IR to be the frequency of the 

𝑝-photon due to the small frequency difference between the two IR fields.  

Altogether, the MW to IR transduction process is: (1) incident MW photons (virtually) excite 

magnons (spin excitations); (2) the spin excitations are converted to orbital excitations through 

SOC; (3) following the laser-pumped transitions, the orbital excitations decay, resulting the 

emission of IR photons (Figure 1). In principle, these three steps have equal status and can occur 

simultaneously. The separation into three steps here should be regarded as artificial, which leads 

to the fact that 𝜉MW and 𝜉SOC are unitless, while 𝜉IR has a unit of energy. A more rigorous 

treatment can be formulated using third-order perturbation theory [35]. The overall coupling 

strength of the transduction can be expressed as [see Supplementary Materials (SM) for details] 

 𝒢 ≈
𝑁s𝑔e𝜇B𝑆 ℬ ⋅ 𝜆SOC ⋅ 휀0𝜒𝑟(𝜔IR)𝑉cellℰ

𝑝ℰ𝑞

ΔMWΔSOC
 (1) 

Here 𝑁s and 𝑉cell are the total number of magnetic moments and the volume of the unit cell. In 

AFM materials, the magnetic moments are fully concentrated, and one has 𝑁s𝑉cell ∼ 𝑉0 with 𝑉0 

the volume of the crystal. Meanwhile, 휀0  and 𝜒𝑟(𝜔IR) are the vacuum permittivity and the 

optical susceptibility of the host material, respectively. From Eq. (1), one can observe that the 

coupling strength 𝒢 is determined by the product of the strength of the three steps, which are 

represented by 𝑁𝑠𝑔e𝜇B𝑆ℬ, 𝜆SOC, and 휀0𝜒𝑟(𝜔IR)𝑉0ℰ𝑝ℰ𝑞 , respectively. In addition, 𝒢 is also 

influenced by ΔMW  and ΔSOC . For AFM magnons, one typically has ΔMW (SOC) ≳ 100 GHz, 
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which is well above the magnon linewidth [18,19]. ΔMW  and ΔSOC can potentially be reduced by 

applying externally static magnetic fields ℬ0, which modulate magnon frequencies. Fortunately, 

𝒢 is sufficiently strong even if ℬ0 = 0, as demonstrated later.  

Additionally, we would like to remark that the transduction scheme described above can be used 

in centrosymmetric materials. Specifically, under spatial inversion operation, 𝒢 ∼ ℬℰ2 in Eq. (1) 

is invariant, as ℬ  and ℰ  get a +1  and −1  sign, respectively. In comparison, the electro-

optical effect requires inversion symmetry breaking, because its coupling strength 𝒢EO ∼ ℰ3 

undergoes a sign change under spatial inversion, hence it must be zero in centrosymmetric 

materials.  

Enhanced coupling strength in material topological insulators. To improve the transduction 

performance, it is essential to enhance 𝒢 . This involves optimizing each of the three steps 

described above. Typically, the electron 𝑔-factor is close to 2 in magnetic materials [34,36–39]. 

Hence, to improve the strength of the first step (Zeeman interaction), one has to increase the 

number of electron spins 𝑁s. This highlights the advantage of using magnetic materials, where the 

magnetic moments are fully concentrated [10], resulting in large 𝑁s.  

In contrast, the strengths of the second and third steps, which are determined by the SOC strength 

𝜆SOC and the optical susceptibility 𝜒𝑟(𝜔IR), can vary significantly in different materials. Notably, 

𝜆SOC and 𝜒𝑟(𝜔IR) in many scenarios are independent of each other. A strong SOC does not 

necessarily indicate strong optical responses, and vice versa [40]. Actually, some materials 

possessing strong optical responses, such as two-dimensional graphene [41] or MoS2 [42], have 

weak SOC. Is there a systematic strategy to improve 𝜆SOC  and 𝜒𝑟(𝜔IR)  simultaneously? 

MTIs [14,15] provide a good solution. Strong SOC is usually a necessary condition for non-trivial 

electronic band topology, and thus topological insulators possess heavy elements and strong 

SOC [21,22]. Meanwhile, the electronic band inversion in topological insulators leads to 

significant wavefunction hybridization between the valence and conduction bands. This results in 

faster interband transition rates and thus stronger bulk optical responses [23–25], which has been 

verified experimentally [26]. 
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Figure 2. (a) Magnon dispersion of MnBi2Te4. Inset shows the spin precession in AFM materials when 

magnons are excited. Spins (red arrows) precess around the ground state (grey arrows, no magnons). (b) 

Electronic band structure of MnBi2Te4. Inset shows the atomic structure of MnBi2Te4. Blue: Mn; Purple: 

Bi; Brown: Te. The arrows on Mn atoms indicate the magnetic moments with AFM configuration. (c) The 

real part of the optical susceptibility of MnBi2Te4.  

 

Next, we will use a well-known AFMTI MnBi2Te4 [27–29] as an example to demonstrate the 

potential of AFMTIs as quantum transducers. MnBi2Te4 has a layered structure (inset of Figure 

2b), and on each layer, magnetic Mn atoms are sandwiched by Bi and Te atoms in the sequence of 

Te–Bi–Te–Mn–Te–Bi–Te. A minimal Hamiltonian for the local magnetic momentum (𝑆 = 5/2) 

of Mn atoms is [38,43] 

 ℋs = 𝐽1 ∑ 𝑺𝑖 ⋅ 𝑺𝑗

⟨𝑖𝑗⟩

+ 𝐽𝑐 ∑ 𝑺𝑖 ⋅ 𝑺𝑗

⟨𝑖𝑗⟩′ 

+ 𝐷𝑧 ∑(𝑆𝑖
𝑧)2

𝑖

+ 𝛾𝑒 ∑ 𝓑 ⋅ 𝑺𝑖

𝑖

. (2) 

Here 𝑖, 𝑗  label the Mn atoms, while ⟨𝑖𝑗⟩  and ⟨𝑖𝑗⟩′  indicate intra- and inter-layer nearest 

neighbors with spin-spin coupling strength 𝐽1 = −0.23 meV  and 𝐽𝑐 = 0.065 meV , 

respectively [38,43]. 𝐷𝑧 = −0.15 meV characterizes the easy-axis magnetic anisotropy along 𝑧 

axis. With external magnetic field ℬ = 0, the intralayer exchange coupling between Mn atoms is 

ferromagnetic, while different layers are stacked with an AFM order. The magnon band structure 

obtained by linearizing Eq. (2) is shown in Figure 2a. The magnon frequency at the Γ-point is 

𝜔𝑚 ≈ 150 GHz, which is relatively low among AFM materials. This is advantageous compared 

with other hard AFM materials, since the detuning ΔMW would be smaller for 𝜔MW ∼ 10 GHz. 

Also, magnon relaxation due to e.g., magnon-magnon scatterings and magnon-photon scatterings 

can potentially be weaker [44,45] in soft magnetic materials such as MBT. This results from 
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smaller magnon-magnon coupling strength and smaller phase space of magnons/phonons in which 

the energy conservation law can be satisfied during the scattering process. 

While Mn atoms provide magnetic moments, the heavy elements Bi and Te contribute to strong 

SOC in MnBi2Te4. According to our ab initio calculations, the SOC strength relevant to the 

transduction process is 𝜆SOC ∼ 47 meV in MnBi2Te4 (see SM for details). As a comparison, the 

SOC strength in Cr2O3 [46], another prototypical AFM insulator, is only around 4 meV, as both 

Cr and O are light elements. This clearly demonstrates the advantage of using MnBi2Te4 for 

transduction. We will use 𝜆SOC = 10 meV  for MnBi2Te4 in the following as a conservative 

estimation.  

The strong SOC in MnBi2Te4 also leads to band inversion and nontrivial topology [27–29]. The 

electronic band structure of MnBi2Te4 is shown in Figure 2b. The inverted bandgap at the Γ point 

is around 0.2 eV, which falls in the mid-infrared range. The optical responses of MnBi2Te4 have 

been studied before [17,47–49]. Here we focus on the optical susceptibility 𝜒𝑟(𝜔IR), which can 

be expressed as 

 𝜒𝑟(𝜔IR) =
𝑒2

휀0 
∫

𝑑𝒌

(2𝜋)3
∑

|⟨0, 𝑣|𝑟|0, 𝑐⟩|2

𝐸|0,𝑐⟩ − 𝐸|0,𝑣⟩ − 𝜔IR
𝑐,𝑣𝑘

, (3) 

where ∫ 𝑑𝒌 indicates the integration in the first Brillouin zone, while 𝑐(𝑣) indicates conduction 

(valence) bands. One can see that the magnitude of the numerator, |⟨0, 𝑣|𝑟|0, 𝑐⟩|2 , strongly 

depends on the wavefunction overlap between valence and conduction bands, which is enhanced 

in topological materials because of the band inversion [23]. The calculated 𝜒𝑟(𝜔IR) of MnBi2Te4 

is shown in Figure 3c, where one can see that 𝜒𝑟(𝜔IR → 0) is greater than 60, significantly larger 

than those of typical topologically trivial insulators. As an example, 𝜒𝑟 is below 15 in Cr2O3 for 

below bandgap frequencies (SM Figure S1). This corroborates the enhanced bulk optical responses 

in topological insulators [23–26]. 

To compared the coupling strength 𝒢 with the ordinary definition of second-order susceptibility, 

we converting ℬ to ℰ  using ℬ = ℰ/𝑐0  with 𝑐0  the speed of light, yielding 𝒢 =

𝜒eff
(2)

𝑉0휀0ℰ3 .Here the effective second-order susceptibility is 𝜒eff
(2)

≳ 106 pm/V  in MnBi2Te4 

when ΔMW = ΔSOC = 100 GHz. As a comparison, in electro-optical materials, the second-order 

susceptibility is typically below 103 pm/V [13]. The large intrinsic nonlinearities also indicate 
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that MTIs can be efficient in other applications besides quantum transduction, such as two-mode 

squeezing [50] and entanglement generation [51,52].  

Quantum transduction using MnBi2Te4 transducer. In the following, we will explore quantum 

transduction using MnBi2Te4 as the medium. The goal is to achieve efficient conversion between 

single MW and IR photons. Hence, we consider a setup where the MnBi2Te4 sample is coupled to 

both an IR cavity and an MW cavity. Additionally, a classical IR pumping laser with a frequency 

𝜔pump  is employed so that the frequency-matching condition (𝜔MW + 𝜔pump = 𝜔IR) can be 

satisfied. Accordingly, we second quantize the magnetic field ℬ and electric field ℰ𝑞, and treat 

ℰ𝑝 as the classical pumping field in Eq. (1). To include the influence of magnon relaxation and 

dephasing, we (virtually) separate the transduction process into two stages, namely (i) MW photon 

to magnon and (ii) magnon to IR photon. Note that stage (ii) here combines steps 2 and 3 in Figure 

1. The Hamiltonian in the rotating frame of the MW frequency can be expressed as,  

 ℋ = 𝛿𝑚𝑎𝑚
† 𝑎𝑚 + 𝛿IR𝑎IR

† 𝑎IR + (𝒢MW𝑎MW
† 𝑎𝑚 + 𝒢IR𝑎IR

† 𝑎𝑚 + ℎ. 𝑐. ) (4) 

Here 𝑎𝑚, 𝑎IR, and 𝑎MW are the annihilation operators of magnon, IR photon, and MW photon, 

with 𝑎† the corresponding creation operator. ℎ. 𝑐. stands for Hermitian conjugate. The first term 

in Eq. (4) is the detuning of the magnon frequency from the MW frequency, which can be tuned 

from around 100 GHz to 0 using a magnetic field up to 2 Tesla [38,39]. The second term is the 

detuning of the IR photon from perfect frequency matching condition ( 𝛿IR ≡ 𝜔IR − 𝜔MW −

𝜔pump). A large transduction bandwidth indicates that the transduction efficiency remains high 

even if 𝛿IR is large. The third term in Eq. (4) corresponds to the conversion between IR/MW 

photons and magnons, and one can see that magnons serve as the medium between IR and MW 

photons. The collective coupling strengths are 

𝒢MW = √𝑁𝑠𝑔e𝜇B𝑆 ℬMW
zpf

 

𝒢IR = √𝑁𝑠

𝜆SOC ⋅ 휀0𝜒𝑟(𝜔IR)𝑉cellℰIR
zpf

ℰpump

ΔSOC
 

(5) 

Here ℰpump is the pumping field, while ℬMW
zpf

≡ √
𝜇0𝜔MW

2𝑉MW
 and ℰIR

zpf
≡ √

𝜔IR

2𝜀0(𝜒𝑟+1)𝑉IR
 are the zero-

point magnetic and electric fields of the MW and IR cavities, respectively. 𝑉MW and 𝑉IR are the 

mode volumes of the cavities. We assume that the MnBi2Te4 sample fills the IR cavity with mode 
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a mode volume of 𝑉IR = 𝑉0 = 0.1 mm3 . Meanwhile, the mode volume of the MW cavity is 

𝑉MW = 1 mm3. We also take 𝜔MW = 10 GHz, 𝜔IR = 0.1 eV, and ΔSOC = 100 GHz. This yields 

𝒢MW ≈ 3 GHz and 𝒢IR[GHz] ≈ 1.0 × ℰpump[kV ⋅ m−1]. In the following, we will take ℰpump =

10 kV ⋅ m−1.  

Note that one has 𝒢 =
𝒢MW𝒢IR

ΔMW
, where 𝒢 is the overall coupling strength defined in Eq. (1). It 

should be emphasized that here we are considering the extreme case of single-photon quantum 

transduction, i.e., one MW photon to one IR photon, or the reverse, so ℬ and ℰ𝑞 in Eq. (1) are 

replaced with zero-point cavity fields ℬMW
zpf

  and ℰIR
zpf

 in Eq. (5). If there are multiple MW or IR 

photons to be converted simultaneously [53,54], then the coupling strength can be enhanced by a 

factor of √𝑁ph with 𝑁ph the number of MW or IR photons in the cavities. This will improve the 

transduction performance. 

 

 

Figure 3. (a) Time evolution of the populations of MW photon, IR photon and magnon. Initially there is a 

single IR photon. Two SWAP gates are used for the transduction. The IR-magnon (MW-magnon) 

interaction is turned on in the pink (cyan) region. A single-photon transduction efficiency of 82% is reached 

(dashed horizontal line). (b) Single-photon transduction efficiency as a function of 𝛿IR. The green shaded 

area corresponds to the full width at half maximum. The parameters used in the simulations are described 

in the main text. 

To evaluate the single-photon transduction efficiency, we adopt the quantum master equation 

𝑑𝜌

𝑑𝑡
= −𝑖[ℋ, 𝜌] + ∑ 𝜅𝑜휁(𝑜)

𝑜

, (6) 
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where 𝜌  is the density matrix of the total system, 휁(𝑜) ≡ 𝑜𝜌𝑜† −
1

2
𝑜†𝑜𝜌 −

1

2
𝜌𝑜†𝑜 is the 

Lindblad operator for a given operator 𝑜. Here we consider both the relaxation (𝑜 = 𝑎𝑋) and 

dephasing (𝑜 = 𝑎𝑋
†𝑎𝑋) processes (𝑋 = 𝑚, IR, and MW). The relaxation rates of magnons, IR 

photons and MW photons are estimated in the SM, where we consider multiple sources of noises, 

including defects and two-photon absorption processes. We will take the relaxation rate as 𝜅IR =

0.3 GHz , 𝜅𝑚 = 0.1 GHz , and 𝜅MW = 10−3 GHz . Meanwhile, the dephasing rates are 

approximately taken as ten times the corresponding relaxation rate.  

When the magnon detuning is 𝛿𝑚 = 0 (on resonance with the MW photon), one can use two 

SWAP gates for efficient MW-IR transduction [55]. We will use IR to MW transduction as an 

example, while the reverse MW to IR transduction can be realized similarly. Firstly, the IR-

magnon interaction is turned on for a certain amount of time that corresponds to a 𝜋-pulse. The 

population would be transferred from IR photon to magnon. Then, the IR-magnon interaction is 

turned off by detuning the IR cavity or tuning off the pumping laser, while the MW-magnon 

interaction is turned on for another 𝜋-pulse. The population would thus be transferred to MW 

photons. The time evolution of the populations is depicted in Figure 3(a), where one can see that 

a transduction efficiency of 휂 ≈ 82 % can be realized by such a simple SWAP protocol. Note that 

휂 can be further enhanced by using a stronger ℰpump (SM). The transduction bandwidth can be 

obtained by calculating the transduction efficiency 휂 as a function 𝛿IR. As shown in Figure 3(b), 

the full width at half maximum (FWHM) bandwidth can exceed 10 GHz under the current setting.  

The key to simultaneously improving the transduction efficiency and FWHM bandwidth is to have 

large coupling strength in Eq. (5). Hence, it is highly desirable to use materials with large intrinsic 

nonlinearities, whereby the coupling strength can be large enough under mild pumping fields. As 

discussed before, the nonlinearities of topologically trivial magnetic materials such as Cr2O3 or 

conventional electro-optical materials are usually two to three orders of magnitude lower than that 

of MBT. This indicates that if the same pumping laser with ℰpump = 10 kV ⋅ m−1 is used, then 

the coupling strength would be much smaller, leading to extremely low transduction efficiency 

(below 1%). Conversely, to achieve the same transduction performance, then ℰpump must be 

102 ∼ 103 times stronger in Cr2O3 or conventional electro-optical materials. This could cause 

significant heating, photon relaxation, and damage in the materials, which can be catastrophic for 

the transduction process. As an example, the heating from defect states and two-photon absorption 
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scale as ℰpump
2  and ℰpump

4 , respectively, so the temperature rise can reach hundreds of Kelvins 

when ℰpump is increased to 10 MV ⋅ m−1 (SM). This again highlights the advantages of using 

MBT as the transducer, which enjoys exceptionally high intrinsic nonlinearities.  

Until now, we considered quantum transduction to exemplify the potential of MTIs in quantum 

engineering. More broadly, MTIs can be advantageous in many other applications that require 

strong linear or nonlinear optical responses, such as quantum squeezing [50], entanglement 

generation [51,52], spontaneous parametric down-conversion [56], etc. Furthermore, MnBi2Te4 

can be thinned down to single or multiple layers [27], leading to the possibility of quantum 

applications that extend to the two-dimensional limit [57]. 

In conclusion, we proposed that MTIs such as MnBi2Te4 can serve as efficient quantum 

transducers, thanks to their strong intrinsic optical nonlinearities. This is primarily due to 

topologically enhanced optical responses, robust spin-orbit coupling, together with high spin 

density in MTIs. We demonstrate that single-photon transduction efficiency over 80% and 

transduction bandwidth over GHz can be simultaneously achieved with modest experimental 

requirements, which can facilitate diverse applications in quantum information science and other 

fields.  
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